
Price: $1,499,999
Address: ONE OCEAN,Paradise Island
City: New Providence/Paradise Island
MLS#: 56901
Listing No: R10
Beds: 2
Baths: 2
Living Area: 2,080 sq. ft.
Year Built: n/a
Status: For Saleonly

ONE OCEAN,Paradise Island

Property Details

Designed to create a feeling of space, this sophisticated residence 606 at One Ocean on Paradise Island, evokes
true splendor at every turn. Views from the floor-to-ceiling windows look out onto Nassau Harbour, the newly
built cruise port, The Atlantis and Baha Mar Resorts. The kitchen has gorgeous quartz countertops and a wine
chiller for all of your favorite vintages, spa-inspired baths offer sleek glass showers and lavish, free-standing
tubs. Meticulous details in every room enhance the upscale ambiance. Every moment is elevated by the
exclusive waterfront setting, and is intuitively designed to enhance your modern lifestyle. One Ocean condos
are fitted with ultra-modern fixtures and top-of-the-line finishes including 8' solid-core German interior doors,
custom-made Italian kitchens with Wolf, Bosch and Sub-Zero appliances, elevators that open directly into the
units and luxuriously appointed bathrooms. One Ocean's onsite amenities include a tranquil harbour-view pool
and relaxation deck, fitness center, open-air lobby, concierge desk and secure underground parking and
storage.
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The Bahamas Real Estate Association is not responsible for the accuracy of the information
listed above. The data relating to the real estate for sale or lease on this website comes in part
from the Internet Data Exchange Program (IDX) and the Bahamas MLS, and is provided here for
consumer’s personal, non-commercial use. It may not be used for any purpose other than to
identify prospective properties consumers may be interested in purchasing or leasing. Real

Estate listings held in brokerage firms other than the office owning this website are marked with the IDX logo on
the short inquiry. Data provided is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This information is protected by
copyright and all rights reserved. This property is shown courtesy of The Bahamas MLS.
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